
Vista Rapid 18 and Rapid 35 Rapid
deployment domes 

The new Vista Rapid Deployment Domes are ideal 

for monitoring remote locations, particularly where 

the installation of permanent CCTV would prove 

difficult, or prohibitively expensive. Fast and easy to 

install with intuitive set-up, IP67 rated, lightweight 

(less than 10kg), and portable, both models require 

just a single power cable for operation.

The Rapid 18 features an 18:1 zoom lens, whilst the 

Rapid 35 includes a 35:1 variant. Both versions, 

provide 360º continuous rotation, 220 presets, 

and 4 programmable tours, with integrated privacy 

masks and on board schedules.

Enabling fast integration into surveillance networks, 

the Rapid camera range is equipped with Vista 

SmartDisc transmission technology recording 

images to an integrated 500GB HDD, with onboard 

wireless LAN and 3G routers, affording simple 

access to high-quality images via PC or PDA, or the 

latest Vista SmartVideowall software. The Rapid 

range is ideal for deployment where civil works 

cabling would be inappropriate, or prohibitively 

expensive.

Robust and discreet in design, the Rapid series is 

ideal for quick deployment within town centre 

systems, complementing permanent cameras by 

affording a simple route to additional surveillance 

coverage - whether to provide prompt surveillance 

coverage of a specific problem area, or to provide 

additional coverage  as required. From large-

scale pubic events to premier sporting fixtures, 

Vista Rapid cameras can provide effective, high-

performance electronic surveillance across a 

variety of applications.

To learn more about this product range please visit 

us at vista-cctv.com

18:1 and 35:1 true day night camera options 

an 18:1 module with 1/3’’ CCd sensor provides excellent lowlight coverage, 

whilst a 35:1 module with ¼’’ CCd sensor allows for greater detail at distance. 

Both variants are equipped with 360º continuous rotation, 220 presets and 4 

programmable tours with integrated privacy masks

Tried and Tested Technology 

these integrated ip67-rated units use Vista powerdome pro and Vista 

smartdisc recording technology - to deliver a robust and reliable CCtV 

monitoring solution

Multi Connectivity   

With built in Wi-Fi / 3G router, and connection via pC / laptop / pda / iphone, 

viewing live images is simple and easy. archived images can be reviewed and 

downloaded via any of the Vista smart alarm packages (lite/pro/ems), in 

addition to the latest Vista smartVideowall software 

Everything in one box 

the units incorporate a ptZ dome, 500GB recording capacity and 

comprehensive transmission solution (3G or Wi-Fi) - in one robust 

enclosure

500GB hard drive 

large recording capacity affords approximately 1 month’s recording at 25 ips

Key Features:

tHe pRoFessional CHoiCe

Simple integration, high-performance imaging



PTZ camera options 18:1  module 35:1  module

Zoom lens 4.7-84.6mm 3.4-119mm

Resolution 520 540

Sensitivity 0.25lux @ 1/50th 0.5 lux @ 1/50th

  (0.0025lux @ 1/3rd integration) (0.01lux @1/3rd integration)

Presets 220

Preset tours 4

Learn Tours 4

Alarm inputs 7

RECoRdinG/TRAnSMiSSion

Hard drive size 500Gbyte

Record resolutions Up-to 720x288

Record Rates Up-to 25 images per second

Software  smart Control software included FoC

FREE SPACE TRAnSMiSSion 

METHodS

Wireless LAn Up to 25 images per second

3G HSdPA / HSUdPA Up to 18 images per second

MECHAniCAL

dimensions l x 375mm d x 280mm W x 250mm

Construction Vandal Resistant aBs

Weight 10 kg

iP rating ip67

operating temps -10 to +55 degrees

Mounting options Wall mount built into the housing

 pole and corner mount brackets available separately

Transportation  supplied in flight case

oPTionS

Extra Hard drive Vpp-Rapid-500GB

Corner Mount Bracket Vpp-Rapid-Cm

Hard drive caddy Vpp-Rapid-Caddy

DS-rapid-version1
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

  

MODELS IN THIS RANGE

0471540 VPP-H18d-R (RAPid 18)  Rapid dome with integrated 
  smart disc / Wi-Fi / 3G 
0471550 VPP-H35d-R (RAPid 35)  Rapid dome with integrated 
  smart disc / Wi-Fi /3G 
0471690 VPP-RAPid-PM  pole mount bracket for Rapid
0471700 VPP-RAPid-CM  Corner mount bracket for Rapid


